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ABSTRACT
The interpretat'In of test profiles, graphic devices

which indicate the overall perto.wanco of an individual or group of
individuals, is discussed. Some uses of profiles are presented,
together with a three step profile analysis procedure for
interpreting test results. Because profiles are relatively simple to
construct and appear to be easily interpreted, considerable emphasis
is placed upon possible errors in profile use. (AG)
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Interpreting Achievement Profiles--
Uses and Warnings

Eric F. Gardner

ABOUT THIS REPORT
In the press of dealing with great quantires of

information about large numbers of students, there
is a na-rral inclination to seek ways to simplify and
summarize. The test profile is valuable for this
purpose because it can capture the essence of im-
portant ralationships and present them in a manner
which is immediately apparent. In that sense the
profile has heuristic value which enhances under
standing of scaled test scores.

Dr. Gardner emphasizes these virtues of the pro
file --- particularly as they apply to achievemeot
tests. He takes special care, however, to warn
against corollary dangers in using profiles. Tnese
stem mainly from oversimplifying and overinter-
preting information which is presented in distilled,
visual form. Ps this report makes clear, test scores

still have tne same measurement '-haracteristics and
limitations regardless of the mode of presentation.
This article enumerates specific cautions as tvell as
useful advice on the use of profiles.

The author is highly qualified to write on the
sul)iect. In his years as Professor and Chairman of
the Psychology Department at Syracuse University,
Dr. Gardner has been recognized as a national
authority on measurement in education. As a
co-author of the well-known Stanford Achieve-
ment Test, he has had unique eypience in foster-
ing good measurement practice. This report con-
tinues the author's tradition of putting that
experience to good use.
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ERIC F. GARDNER

The old Chinese saying that a picture is worth
one thousand words is especially applicable to test
profiles. Profiles are convenient ways of showing
test scores; they are graphic devices enabling us to
see the over-all performance of an individual or
group of individuals at a glance. They provide an
excellent means for gaining a comprehensive plc.
ture of a person's or class' strengths and weak
neses. Profiles can be very helpful provided we uce
suitable caution in their interpretation. In one
sense, a profile is like a good map whit;. reflects
features existing in reality, however, the appear-
ance of such features on the profile does not
guarantee their reality. An important point to
remember is that although many of us find it
surprisingly easy to believe that a score must be
accurate if we have seen it on a test profile, its
appearance nn the profile does not make the score
any more or less accurate or valid.

In general, profiles are used when we wish to
show two or more scores for the same person or
two or more scores for groups of people. We may
he interested in sets of scores obtained at the same
time or sets of scores obtained at fixed intervals
such as those of a student on . group of tests taken
in successive gr'des.

Profiles show the tests along one axis of the
graph and the score vLlues along the other axis.
Profile forms may show score values along the
vertical axis or along the horizontal; there is no
particular reason for p.eferring the one over the
other so far as ease of reading is concerned. If, for
example, we wish to prepare a profile sheet for our
own class we would probably want to -st our test
variables down the left hand side of the sheet and
to plot our scores along the horizontal axis of the
profile. We would do this because it is easier to
write the complete test identification along a line
than to write it along tha narrow confines of a
coluovi.



Since raw for obtained scores) test scores may
vary considerably in meaning, it is obvious that raw
scores cannot be used in plotting a profile. Before a
profile can be plotted, then, it is clearly necessary
to transform the scores to sets of comparable
values. There are two ways of doing this, One is to
scale the raw scores on the profile itself so that
each scale has an equivalent mean and equivalent
units of measurement. ;' he other is 1-) convert the
raw scores into sorne type of derived scores before
plotting them. The most common method is to use
either standard scores, percentile ranks scaled to
proportional standard score distances, or stanines.
Note that when this procedure has been followed,
the standard scores, stanines, or percentile ranks
must be based cn the same or strictly comparable
populations all of whom have been tested at the
same time. A discussion of comparability and other
warnings ahaut the construction of profiles and
their intepretation will be presented later on in this
paper. Let us now consider and illustrate several
different kinds of useful profiles.

SOME USES OF PROFILES

1. To Obtain a Picture of the Relative Perfor-
mance of e Pupil in Several Different Subjects
or Areas.

What should you rook for in a profile? Is there a
systematic way that you can analyze test results?
The following three steps of analysis represent a
good approach to the interpretation of test results.
Diagnose, Evaluate, Plan. The analysis of th? test
profile in Figure 1 illustrates how these steps can
be applied.'

Analysis of Susan K.'s Profile
Figure 1 is a sample copy of the Pupil Stanine

Profile. The three steps of analysis are applied to
Leis profile as an illustration of how test scores of a
pupil can be meaningfully interpreted. At this
point I would like to call attention to the
statement in the Stanford Achievement Manual
which says, "When comparing two subtest stanines
for an individual pupil, only differences of 2 or
more stanine ,evels should be considered significant
by the teacher."

Diagnose Examine the profile for the most
obvious subject strengths and weaknesses shown by
the pupil's performance on this test battery.

Susan, with plotted stanines of either 8 or 9, is
achieving best in the areas of word meaning,
paragraph meaning, spelling, word study skills,
language, and the social studies. When compare :I

with other girls and boys of her grade le./el, Susan

' The folINving illustration has been taken from Stanford
Achievement Test, Teachers' Goide for Interpretation
a,,r1 Use of Test Results, Harcourt, Brace & World, Inc.,

1965.
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Stanford Achievement Teit
Intermediate Complete Pi-,ttery

Name Date of Testing Grade Placement Age

K., Susan B. 2-26 4.6 9 yr. 6 mo.

Otis Caick-Scoring Mental Ability Test 10 124, Stanine 8

GRADE Ilk-ILE

SCORE HANK STAN INE

Nord Meaning 70 91- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 b 9

Paragraph Meaning gz 9 s ; 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 el

Spelling 76 96 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

7 8

(4

9Nord Study Skills 7/ 90 1 2 3 4 5 6

L. a nguage 72 90 1 2 3 4 5 6 7(
[ At lthmetic Cor.lputat Ion 51

4- 0

80

3 it

1

1

2

2

2

3 4 5 6
.."..,°'

3 k ti 6

',2) 8

7 8

9

9.1,rithmolc Co,cauls

Arithmetic APplIcatiorls 4 9 62 1 3 ,1 5t5 7 E, 9

Social Studies 7 98 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a =j

Science +5 46 1 2 3 4 6 i 8 9
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Figure 1. Stanine Profile for Susan K

shows average achievement in arithmetic concepts
and in science, where she has stanine.; of either 4,
5, or 6. She shows evidence of understanding the
application of arithmetic with a stanine of 6 and
shows considerable competence in arithmetic com-
putation with a stanine of 7. With an I.Q. of 124
and a corresponding' stanine of 8, Susan would
normally be expected to ac"lieve stanines of 7 or
above in the various subjects.

Evaluate Relate the pupil's scores on the
achievement test to such variables as your estimate
of the pupil, his grades, his performance on a test
of mental ability, and the

Susan's test results indicate that she is a superior
student in the language arts and in social studies.
Her school marks and judgments of previous
teachers should reflect this superiority. If the test
was taken in the spring, have school marks through
the school year reflected this superiority? If not,
why not? What are Susan's personal attitudes? Is
she a non conformist? Does she excel in aspects of
a subject not measured by the tests? Is Susan a
highly verbal memorizer? Is she a poor reasoner in
mathematics and science? What are her interests?
Doesn't Susan need special encouragement and
help in mathematics and science? These and other
questions arise when test scores and other evalua
bons do not toriespond.



Plan Plan a program of classroom activities
that hill remedy some of the obvious shortcomings
and will build upon the greater strengths of each
pupil.

Diversity of interest in subject areas and of levefs
of achievement in them is inevitable and even
desiWile among pupils and within each individual
pupil. But no pupil in the elementary grades,
especially one of Susan's general level of ability,
should fail to learn the fundamental subjects such
as arithmetic.

Because of Susan's outstanding work in the
language arts, her teacher can be reasonat ly as-
sured that her inability to score much above
average in the area of science or in arithmetic
concepts does not stem from any reading dif-
ficulty. This then leaves the teacher at least two
factors to a'onsicler: (1) lack of interest and (2)
lack of fundamental knowledge about the under
lyinn concepts in science and in arithmetic. These

deticiincos could htrii resulted from in-
adequate ,]xperience with these subjects,
inadequate ,n'erest evidenced in the home If I these
content areas, lack of a stimul,ting teacher of these
subjects, and the like.

The instructional problem here is a -elatively
simple one. A careful, thorough discussion with
Susan should eli sir from her the evel of interest in
tnese areas alai also some teasc.ns for a lack of
understanding in the basic coi!cepts. Her shortages
in know :edge of mathematics concepts need to be
diagnosed. As a result of such understanding,
Susan's teccher will he able to build an instruction
al program that will improve Susan's performance
in these areas.

2. To Compare the Performance of a Single
Grade on Several Subjects and with the Na-
tional Norm.

One common use of achievement test batteries is
in connection with some'phase of administration
or supervision. The supervisor is interested in
knowing strengths and weaknesses in specific
subjects so that they can be given greater attention,
Frequently the national performance is accepted as
a standard. Although national norms are useful is
one frame of reference, it is important to recognize
that achievement at the national average may well
be an unreasonable goal for a particular school,
class, or system. Norms are not designed to be
standards nor should they be so designated unless a
consideration of all relevant von rabies indicates
they represent an appropriate level of average
achievement for a particular group of students.
Even then, by the very definition of a norm, it is
expected that half tlie pupils will exceed it and half
will fall below.
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The authors of most achievement test batteries
provide several sr Iles for comparing local achieve-
ment with national norms. We can usually expect
to be furnished with grade equivalents, percentile
ranks, standard scores, and stanines. In spite of
their deficiencies and decrease in popularity, the
grade equ.valent is till the most commonly used
frame of reference for evaluating local achieve-
ment.

In Figure 2 a single-grade profile is shown in
which the deviations of the local school system
medians from the corresponding national norma-
tive values are plotted in months of grade equiva-
lent above or below the norm at the time of
testing. This profile, which represents the perform-
ance of all fourth grade pupils tested the first of
November (Grade 4.2) from a community of
slightly better-than-average socio-economic level
anti moderate size, indicates that achievement is
,:hove the national norm in all areas.

We have to note, however, that tne average 10.
of this system was 110 on the Pintner General
Abiliy Test, and the average age in this grade was
three months younger than the nationa: normative
group. Hei ice, it is pertinent to ask, "Is this group
exceeding the national norm as much as would be
exoected?- Many factors previously mentioned
and others to he discussed later are at issue e.g.

Grade Eq.aiyalent Scale

4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0

Word Meaning

Paragraph Meaning

Spelling

Word Study Skills

Language

Arithmetic Computation

Arithmetic Concepts

Arithmetic Application

Social Science

Science

National Norm Line Local Prof ire

Figure 2. Profile of Fourth Grade Students (Tested
November 1st) Plotted in Terms of Median Standard
Scores Expressed as Grade Equivalents.
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(1) comparability of grade equivalen.. units across
subjects, (2) mental tests generally correlate dif-
ferenth. with subject-matter achievement tests
from area to area, (3) reliability of test scores.

3. School by-School Comparisons in Terms
of Achievement Tests.

The superintendent of schools, usually the per-
son who eventually ha._ to approve the purchase of
test materials and the allocation of time for testing,
is interested in knowing how his schools compare
with each other and the national norm. As one
importai it datum it is often helpful for him and the
supervisor to have a school-byschool comparison
based on standardized test results.

Figure 3 shows such a distribution of standard
scores by school for one ibject (Spelling) in a
small school system.? Medians have been corn-
puted for each school and these median standard
scores have been circled and joined in order to
make a profile. Although the standard score scales
used here lack some of the deficiencies of grade
equivalent scales and although we are dealing with
medians rather than individual scores, we still have
the typical problems associated with determining
how large an observed difference must be to be
meaningiJI. Some of these differences are so small
that tney can be considered chance differences.
Others are so substantial that they would undoubt
edly maintain upon retesting. i similar profile
could be made for eacil class within a specific
grade.

It is desirable for a school system to can y out
such a testing program for several years using
alternate forms of the same batteries. By relating
this kind of achievement test information to other
factors such as socio-economic status, aptitude
measures, ethnic composition and differences in
the characteristics of the instructional staff, the
administration will gain an increasingly dependable
idea of such school by school variations. Some of
these differences, which may be rooted in the
background of abilities that the children bring to
school, require the focusing of special efforts and
resources in particular schools to achieve sat-
isfactory remediation.

2 Adapted from the manual of the Metropolitan
Achievement Test, Harcourt, Brace & World, 1962.
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Standard
Score

SCHOOLS

A E F

CO 1 1

76 1 3
72 1 1

70 3 8
69 1 4 1

68 1 4 1

66 3 3 1

65 2 3
63 3 4 1

62 3 1

61 3 5 4 1

60 1 2

59 4 4 1

58 Q 7
57 1 1

56 2 4 1

2

1

2
1 1

2 3
2 2
1

2
2 1

1 3
1 4

4
2

55 1 2
54 2 1

53 3 1

52 2
51 7 1

50 1 3
49 2 1

48 2

47 2 1

45' 2
45 2 2

44
43
42 1 2
61 1

40
39
38 1

37
36 1

35
34
33 1

32
31
30
28

N

Median
Stan. Sc.

Corres.
Gr. Eq.

46 62

58 61

7.6 8.4

1

2
2
2
2

1 3
4 2 1

2 3
1 1 1 2
1 1 1

1 2
1 2

5 1

1

1

1

1

2

1

63 15 26 47

57 56 60 57

7.3 7,1 8.1 7.3

Figure 3. School-by-School Comparison of Test Re-
sults for Grade 6.7 in a Single Community. Showing
Distributions of Stand. -d Scores for the Spelling Test
in the Metropolitan Intermediate Battery.

4. Comparing a Pupil's Performance in
Successive Years.

Not only is the profile a useful device for
portraying the differential performance of a pupil
(class or school) on the subtests of an achievement
test battery, it can be used to show profiles of the
same pupil for several years. The Teacher's Manual
for the Iowa Tests of Bdsic Skills presents a
standard permanent profile chart on which are



platted the test profiles of a pupil for two
consecutive years. The chart utilizes the principle
of plotting scores for all tests in the battery along a
"standard scale in this case, grade equivalents.
This Onciple is illustrated in Figure 4. The dotted
line represents the performance of Frank Smith
tested as a fourth grade pupil; the solid line
represents his performance when tested at the same
time In the fifth grade.'

By comparing the dotted and solid lines one
may discover what relative progress he has made
during the intervening school year in the various
areas tested. It appears that Frarir's gains on the
language tests are larger than the typical gain of 10
points per grade but that they aro less on other
tests particularly Test W. The usual questions
about the confidence one can place in this observa-
tion aione are relevant. An Examination of the
fifth-grade profile confirms the impression from
the previous profile that Frank is relatively poor in
arithmetic skills. The use of such profiles for
consecutive years, not only gives a more complete
picture of a pupil s performance, but also gives
information about consistency of performance,

WARNINGS ON THE USE OF PROFILES

Since profiles are relatively simple to construct
and are at least superficially easy to interpret, they
constitute one of the most popular methods of
summarizing the results of multiple measurement.
They have the obvious advantage that the graphic
presentation enables one to view the total set of
test scores and their possible interpretations at a
glance. In the use of profiles, more than any other
aspect of test interpretation, we need to beware of
seeming simplicity and to understand the numer-
ous pitfalls into which a naive interpretation would
lead us.

For example, the failure to question whether or
not the plotted scores are based upon common
scales, which permit comparisons, may result in a
distorted picture which has absolutely no meaning.
Furthermore, most of us find it especially easy to
interpret apparent differences in scores as real
differences. By not being sensitive to the effect on
our conclusions of the size of the profile scale we
may arrive at erroneous decisions merely because
our profile occupies a full page rather than a 2" x
3" corner. By failing to question the reliability of
differences between scores and by relying solely on
observed differences in arriving at conclusions, we
ignore the possible unreliability and invalidity of
the overall summation which would be instantly
revealed if less "simple" methods were used.

Adapted from the profile chart shorn on p. 18 of the
Teacher's ItIonoJI for 'Iv) tom) Tpsfs of Basic Sk
1-lotaihton P,lilllin Co., 1956.

Vocabulary

ReadingReading

Language Skills

Work-Study Skills

Arithmetic Skills

Composite

Grade Equivalent

3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0

I I

3.0

First Testing

4.0 5.0 6.0

Second Testing

7.0

Figure 4. Performance of Frank Smith Tested as a
Fourth and Later as a Fifth Grade Student.

These issues along with others must be under
stood by those who use or make profiles if the
conclusions drawn are to be valid. This comment
should not lead to the abandonment cf the profile,
but to an awareness of the precautions which
should be followed in its use. The :allowing
portion of this paper will comment in some detail
on the background and supplemental information
one must consider ter adequate interpretation of a
profile. The material will be presented in the form
of number of warnings for proper construction
and use of a profile.

1. Be sure the scores plotted are in compar-
able units.

Since raw test scores may vary considerably in
meaning, it is obvious that raw or obtained scores
do not possess the kind of comparability needed in
plottinrj, profiles. For example, the pupils in one
class may have scores which range from 40 to 60
on a vocabulary test and from 5 to 25 on an
arithmetic test. Hence, it would be impossible for
anyone in the class to appear better in arithmetic
than in vocabulary. Befor? any profile can be
plotted which will permit des red comparisons it is
clearly necessary to convert the scores to scales
having comparable values.

Comparable scores are ohla ied usually by some
scaling procedure so that all scores may be ex-
pressed in terms of a common reference point and
a common unit of measurement. The authors of
most tests fill this need by providing tables for
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interpreting a raw score in relation to "normal" Gr
typical performance. These tables of "norms" are
based on statistical operations on scores of a

normative or standardization group. A variety of
definitions of comparability have given lice to a
number of numerical indices used to express such
comparability. Such measures as percentiles,
standard scores, stanines, and grade equivalents
have been deritad to be consistent with specific
definitions of comparability, and although dif-
ferent from each other, have proved to be useful in
the iiverpretation of performance on tests. Note
that comparisons using profiles must use the same
unit across variables, even though it may be
possible to present tie same profile using several
different measurement tinits. (See Figure 5)

2. Be sure the score scales on the profile are
based on the same or strictly comparable pop-
ulations which have been tested at the same
time.

The importance of the particular reference
population used to determine any such scale
cannot be overemphasized. The performance of a
student who scores at the 84:h percentile or

Name

obtains a stanine of 6 in a reading comprehension
test where these scores are based on a set of typical
lit) grade scores is obviously not the same as the
performance of line whose standing at the 84th
percentile on the same test is calculated from the
distribution of a below-average 7th grade. Like-
wise, a pupil with a vocabulary grade score of 5.2
obtained for a representative san-.dle of 5th graders
in one locality may not be at all comparable to a
pupil who makes a score of 5.2 based on a
representative national sample.

Note t,ilat comparable s:oi es, either standard
scores, percentile ranks, or stanines must be based
cn the same or strictly comparable populations.
Also, note that a percentile score of 84 or a stanine
of 6 based on a normative population tested in
October does not represent as hi' 3h a level of
performance as a percentile score of 84 or a stanine
of 6 based on a normative population tested the
following April. Figure 6 presents data from which
no meaningful sta,ements can be made as to the
relationships among the scores of John Jones
whether we consider raw scores, percentile ranks,
or standard score equivalents.

Natre if Test

and

Date of Testing

Norm

Group
r%

cc

c

cn

tc
w

C

a.

Standard Deviat.ons from Mean
3,0 -2.5 -2.0 1.5 1.0 ,6 0 .5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0

Stanine

1 i
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

-.1.-
Percentile Rank

0 1 2 5 10 20 30 40 50 60 0 BO 90 65 98 99 99f

lir
1

I

f

M r. -I-

i

1 .NM
.1_

I

11 1

11 NM& 1 1

g
I

I 111 IMO

li
I,--

,
, . IIII

.
I MIIN I1 m

6

Figure 5. Test Record and Profile Cha t.

G.



Test and N ormanee Group Raw Sco-e Percentile Rank

Leaming Aptitude 76 45
(Freshmen at Or.;.3 St.)

Reading Comprehension 42 62
(8th Grade Alarms)

Mathematic; 38 40
(H. S. Algebra Class)

Mechanical Aptitude 53 65
(FS. S. Shoo Class)

Clerical Aptitude
lEmployed Clerksl

175 80

Figure 6. Sant Jones: Test Results in Non-Compar-
able Form.

3. Do not depend upon observed differences
alone.

One of the most serious abuses in profile
interpretation coccurs when teachers, counselors, or
school psychologists depend upon visual scanning
only for their interpretation. Too often, only a
quick inspection of the profile is used to determine
whether Jim is better in reading than in spelling or
arithmetic. Two points that appear to be well
separated on the profile are assumed to represent
real and significant differences in ability. But such
may riot be the case. Any difference may be made
to appear l..iroa by increasing the size of the scale,
the way a photographer would make an enlarge-
ment of a print. In this way a minute difference
may be made to look gigantic.

4. Check on the reliability and standard error
of hleaswernent of each test and each dif-
ference score.

To overcome being unduly influenced by size of
scale you should be concerned about the reliability
of the measurement and in particular the standard
error of measurement of the scores used. Only by
considering the size of the errors of measurement
associated with the points on the profile can you
understand with any certainty the meaning of an
observed difference. Suppose that Johnmi had a
standard score of 60 in a reading test and a
standard score of 55 in an arithmetic test. Suppose
further that the reading test had a standard error of

and the arithmetic test had a standard error of 8.
If you asserted, on the basis of these test scores,
that Johnny was better in reading than in arith-
metic you would be making a very hazardous

statement. The errors of measurement are suf-
ficiently large that on a subsequent retesting the
scores could easily be reversed.

Some test publishers have orovidea a variety of
ways to aid the profile user in assessing the
reliability of the scores and differences presented
on profiles using their particular instrument. For
example, the manual for the DAT indicates that
the authors and publisher have scaled these tests in
such a way that a teacher or counselor can use a
ruler to determine reliability of differences on the
profile form provided. Plotted points must be
separated by a vertical distance of one ;nch for the
difference to be considered significant, The
Stanford Achievement Test specifies that in com-
paring pupil performance a real difference can be
assumed only when the trop scores compared are
more than one stanine apart. The STEP Test sets
up a band around each score to indicate the extent
of its unreliability.

In each of these instances the authors have
computed the standard err r of measurement and
have incorporated it in their instructions as to how
to use the profile for detecting meaningful dif-
ferences. If such information is not given in the
manual then it is necessary for the teacher,
counselor, superintendent or other profile user to
obtain information about reliability and to person-
ally "ompute the standard error of measurement
for each individual score and the standard error of
measurement of differences between rubrics being
compared. Otherwise he has no information about
how much confidence he can place in his observed
differences.

5. Be concerned about the independence or
lack of independence of the variables shown
on a profile.

VP-len interpreting a profile we are concerneu
not only with the magnitude of the scores but also
with those differences among them which consti-
tute the essence of score pattern. We go beyond
the interpretive statement: "Sam is very high in
reading comprthension, moderately high in arith-
metic computation and only average in science." In
addition we often make interpretive statements
such as: "Sam is higher in paragraph meaning than
in arithmetic computation and science; he is higher
in arithmetic than in science; and lower in science
than either of the others. Therefore, he does not
have the score pattern of a person likely to succeed
in a field involving arithmetic and science."

Yet even though the individual scores may be
reliable for answering certain questions, the unreli-
ability of the differences on which the foregoing
interpretation hinges may be such that Sam could
actually be equal in all three or higher in paragraph
meaning than in arithmetic. Again, the very con
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creteness of the graphic pattern gives it an appear-
ance of accuracy that is wholly spurious. After all
don't we have numerical scores, not only in black
and white, but as points on a graph? Can't we rely
on the pattern we observe for our interpretation?

Obviously the interpretation of a profile de-
pends not only upon the scores, but upon the
interrelationships and differences among them. But
the reliabhity (and the interpretation) of the
difference between scores for a single individual on
two functions involve not only the reliability of
the two tests., but also the correlation between
them. The reliaLility of the differenc, between two
measures which are correlated can easily be shown
to be less than the reliability of the difference
between the same two measures if they are
independent of each other. Hence, IN' hen one is
dealing with a profile involving a series of measures
which are highly correlated, it is even more
imp6rtent to be concerned about the reliability of
observed differences than when the measures are
relatively independent.

6. Be sure that all necessary supportinn infor-
mation is included as part of the labeling on a
profile.

The greatest advantage of general profile forms
is that several different tests may be sho Nn on the
same shec.. The great limitation of such forms is
the ease with which we may put tests with
drastically dissimilar norm groups on the same
sheet. Figure 5 is an example of a good general
profile form for it has tyircentile, standard score,
and stanine scales and calls for: title, normative
group, the raw score, two different types of
derived scores, arid the d,1e of testing. When
preparing such a profile we should be careful to
give complete information on all tests. What seems
self evident at the moment of recording coati not
be so obvious months later. We need to be
especially careful to record a complete designation
of the normative group.

8

7, Remember that profiles using lines joining
points are not graphs in the usual sense.

In its usual form a profile is a graphic representa-
tion of a set of test scores for a single individual in
which the tests are represented by ordinates spaced
along the horizontal base line and the magnitude of
each score is represented by plotting the point at
the appropriate height on that ordinate. In order to
aid the eye in locating the points thus plotted, it is
customary to join the points by lines, leading to
the more o. less "legged" picture that gives the
technique its name. It should be remembered that
the line thus drawn is not a graph in the u:sial
Sense,

We we accustomed to dealing with iiraphs of
continuous functions even though only a few
points may bi-; experimentally determined. In snch
graphs, the lines have meaning as representing
values associated with values intermediate between
those plotted. This is not true of ordinary test
profiles. What would be the meaning of point "a"
in the top profile instrited in Figure 7? Some of
Wes,: objections may be overcome by !Ailing
profiles without connecting the profile points. Two
methods of doing so along with 01,2 more common
method are illustrated in Figure 7' These two
profiles avoid the false assumption inherent H the
connecting of score points on the tests a: well as
being less subject to configural misinterpretation.

8. Base your interpretation on test score:
aided by the profile.

Sine the user of a profile frequently tends to
think of a profile as representing a pattern of test
results the arrangements of the horizontal ordi-
nates is of importance. In which order should a set
of tests be arranged for plotting? Since all of the
scores are presented and since the lines between
plotted points are meaningless, it may be that
order on the base line is wholly immaterial. On the
other hand, the interpretation of the "pattern" of
the profile is often made as a psychological
judgment, based not only on the numerical values
of the scores, but en th,ii total perceptual con figu-
ration.

ro the extent that this latter factor enters, order
i3 important. Consider the impression made by the
two profiles shown in Figure 8 each ()ascii on the
same set of test scores. Which is the easier to
interpret; which the most open to misinterpreta.
lion? To the best of my knowledge no investiga-
tion of these problems has been made directly.
Without having adequate ai ewers for these
questions the practical user of profiles can avoid

Ari,rp:crl from the lorlivido.:11 Report Form of the
Oil fcrortot Apriflule Tests, The Psycholorlic.11 Coir)or,r
trail, 104 /.
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Figure 7. Three Methods of Profiling the Same Set of
Scores.

possible errors by regarding the }yorile ,s a method
of conveniently presenting the actual test results.
Interpretation should be based on (es. scores aided
by the profile, not on the profile: :,ided by the
s -ores.

9. Do not attempt a simplified version of
profile analysis.

One of the most extensively i cenarched and
complex fields is that of comparing ,e profile of
an individual with the profile of a normative group
of individuals having a certain characteristic or who
are successful in some particular occupation. On
the Weschler Adult Intelligence Scale for example,
some clinical psychologists have used relae;onships
between scores on certain of the eleven scales as a
basis for personality diagnosis. ine authors of the
California Test Bureau's Multiple Antitude Tests
have prepared a number of ty pi. al profiles of
occupation-al and other groups, suggesting that
important questions can be answered by comparing
individual profiles with these examples. In con-
sidering the effectiveness of interpretation, many
of our questions apply to any normative score,
whether on a profile or not. It is worth noting,
however, that the use of a profile does not solve
the questions, and certainly should not lead to
ignoring them.

However, assuming adequate reliability certain
meaningful statements can be made about the
resemblence of an individual's profile to the
profiles of specific occupational groups. For ex-
ample, after administering a battery of tests to
Sam, a twelfth grader, we might be able to say that
his profile was similar to the profile (patte..n of test
scores) of the average engineer but was unlike that
of the average lawyer. But assuming similarity of
profiles, can we say whether he would be success-
ful in either profession? Is the individual engineer
more or less successful as his profile lies wholly
above or wholly below, the averac a of the group?
What shall we say of the individual whcse profile,
when col,-)pared with that for the group in which
we are interested, shows several points above the
group mean, but one point conspicuously below it?
10 what extent, then, does superiority in one or
more tests compensate for marked deficiency in
another?

9
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Figure 8. Two Hypothetical Profiles Showing Dif-
ferent Arrangements of the Same Scores.

a

It is obvious that we are interested in two quite
different questions. Gaestion 1 Do Sam's test
.;cores as profiled permit us to say that he belongs
to a particular group, e.g., engineer, when his
profile rese,nhles that of the average engineer?
Oi.estion 2 If we are able to say that his profile
is similar to those of engineers, can we say
furthermore that he would be successful as an
eNineei.? To answer these two questions quantita-
tive procedures which are far superior to profile
imeipretation are available. The first question,
namely, group membership, can be answered ef-
fectively by the use of the multiple discriminant
function, and the second question how success-
ful a person is likely to be can be answered hot
by multiple regression procedures.

Returning now to the actual situation where we
are not Eble to assume reliability for the rofile of
eit'aer the normative group or that of the individual
under consideration, what quantitative answer can
we give as to the limits of tolerance within which
the individual's profile muse agree with the crite-
rion profile with which he is being compared? As
yet, no one procedure has been found to De
completely satisfactory. However, there has been
,2):.ensive research in this area and a number of
procedures have been proposed. Among the num-
bei of teclmiques proposed for measuring profile
sir ilarity are the following:

1. Ccefficients of correlation (Burt, 1937)
2. Ccefficient of profile similarity (ctulV1Eis,

1940)

.3 Coif fic;e-it of intra class similarity (Webster,
19I-r2)

1. Coef tictent of iy,tIern similarity (Cattuil,
1949)

I0

5. Distance measure D (Osgood and Suci,
1952)

6. Dissimilarity index D (Cronbach and Glescr,
1953)

The apropriate statistical technique to be use -_f
for any particular set of data will depend upon the
assumptions underlying the techniques and how
well the investigator understands the nature of the
scores he is using. No attempt is made in this paper
to describe these particular procedures. They are
merely presented as preferable alternatives to
profiles for interpreting certain types of sets of test
scores. Recent papers by Marx (1968), Nunnally
(1962;, Mc -high and Sivanich (19631, and Heer
rrann (1965) have focused on the general problem
of profile comparison.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has attempted to comment on four
irtues, although equal weight has not been given to
eoch. The mail effort has focused on the first two,
namely, the use of and pitfalls in interpreting
profiles. I have tried to describe arid illustrate in
some detail the usefulness of !Jr-raffles as frames of
reference for tne interpretation of test scores by
school personnel; and I have stressed the need to
base interpretations on the test scores aided by the
profile not on the profile configuration aided by
the test scores.

Since profiles are relatively simple to construct
and appear, at least superficiaily, easy to interpret,
considerable errphasi, was placed upon tindr:r-
standing the numerous pitfalls into which a naive
interrretotion would lead. Comments in the form
of nine warnings were presented io ,ssist the
school m:in in using profiles appropriately.



The other two issues were a consideration of
the profile configuration itself and a comment on
quantitative procedures that for certain purposes
are superior to profile analysis. The complexities
involved in answering questions by comparing one
profile with . urther or with a vocational normative
group were discussed. Even though such compar-
isons are useful to researchers, 1 advise the teacher,
supervisor, and administrator to avoid simplified
versions of profile analysis, Although 1 have men-
tioned some of the methods proposed, I have not
described them. References have been given which
will permit the interested reader to investigate this
complex problem for himself.

Finally, only a casual reference was made to
two important quantitative procedures multiple
discriminent analysis and multiple regression anal-
ysis. These method are superior to profiles for
answering the questions Which group does a
person most resemble? and, How successful is a
person likely to be if he is a member of a certain
vocational group? Here also references have been
given so that an interested reader with a strong
statistical background may pursue these problems
further.
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